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uvex is one of the world’s 
leading producers of protec-
tive products and has global 
manufacturing expertise. 

Cutting-edge technologies 
and solutions, customer-
oriented service, best-in- 
class production and testing 
for personal protective equip-
ment. These are the reasons 
everyone who places their 
trust in us benefits from the 
best possible protection for 
sports, leisure, and work.

“Made in uvex” is our  
promise of quality. For this 
reason, we set demanding 
standards for our products, 
our production facilities, and  
our network of partners. 
 
At uvex, our primary focus is 
on people, be they customers, 
employees, or partners. We 
work to balance economy, 
ecology, and social commit-
ment and follow the philoso-
phy of “business is people.”
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boost 
your eyes

Laura Philipp

boost your eyesuvex colorvision boost your eyesuvex colorvision

See more, with the innovative uvex colorvision technology.

Not just an optical effect: these innovative lenses ensure extra 
comfort for even the fastest changes of view. 

The contrast optimization in uvex colorvision technology provides 
better vision and a safer view. For the ultimate vision.  
Every time. Everywhere.
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boost your eyesuvex colorvision boost your eyesuvex colorvision

see the 
world in  
new colors

urban

outdoor

daily

uvex sportstyle 803 colorvision

uvex sportstyle 803 colorvision

uvex sportstyle 706 colorvision uvex Igl 44 colorvision

uvex sportstyle 706 colorvision uvex sportstyle 224 colorvision

uvex sportstyle 706 colorvision uvex sportstyle 224 colorvision

uvex Igl 36 colorvision

Unfiltered, harsh 
or diffuse light hits 
uvex colorvision 
lenses.

The tinted lenses 
provide an increased 
contrast perception 
and an improved 
viewing experience – 
even in poor visibility 
conditions.

The exceptional uvex 
colorvision technology is 
designed for the visual de-
mands and light conditions 
of any environment and 
for every sport. No matter 
where you are. No matter 
what you do.

The three innovative color 
filters in the uvex colorvision 
lenses provide unique con-
trast and perfect vision – on 
any trail, in the city, or just 
outdoors. For more perfor-
mance and safety.

The urban color filter helps to quickly 
detect traffic lights or brake lights, 
potentially improving reaction time. 
See better, react faster, ride safely.

Improved depth perception thanks 
to an optimized contrast. Potentially 
dangerous potholes, rocks or uneven 
surfaces are more visible: higher 
contrast, more detail.

The daily color filter makes everyday 
life a completely new experience. 
Natural colors become clearer and 
shine in a new light. Comfortable, 
stylish, on-trend.

Safe through  
the city.

Sharp vision – 
even off-road.

The extra to  
the ordinary.
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boost your eyesuvex colorvision

uvex sportstyle 803 colorvision vm

uvex sportstyle 803 colorvision vm small

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
colorvision // variomatic® // 

litemirror

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads //  

flex earpieces // soft earpieces // 

direct lens ventilation

FEATURES

black mat
2206
colorvision

variomatic®

litemirror red (cat. 1 – 3)

black mat
2206
colorvision

variomatic®

litemirror red (cat. 1 – 3)

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
colorvision // variomatic® // 

litemirror

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads //  

flex earpieces // soft earpieces // 

direct lens ventilation

FEATURES

powered by

powered by

VIEWS

VIEWS

a perfect 
match

A lens shape, which is extended at the top, ensures that uvex sportstyle 803 cv vm has the 

best visibility, even in the low riding position on a road bike. This is amplified by the uvex colorvision  

lenses, which increase color vibrancy and contrast, and is combined with uvex variomatic® techno-

logy, which automatically adjusts the tint to the current light conditions (cat. 1 – 3).

uvex sportstyle 803 cv vm small is specially designed for smaller faces. A lens shape, which extends at the top, ensures 

that sportstyle 803 cv vm small delivers the best vision, even in the low riding position on a road bike. This is amplified 

by the uvex colorvision lenses, which increase color vibrancy and contrast, and uvex variomatic® technology, which 

automatically adjusts the tint to the current light conditions (cat. 1 – 3).

The fusion of automatic lens 
tinting and optimal contrast 
enhancement now combines 
to create a unique viewing 
experience – in one unpar-
alleled, innovative uvex lens. 
Made for sports activities in 
any weather and every envi-
ronment: the uvex variomatic® 

technology for automatic 
lens tinting provides just the 
right level of lens brightness, 
while the color filtering of the 
uvex colorvision technology 
creates brilliant contrasts and 
makes colors shine. Too good 
to be true? Not with uvex.

uvex variomatic® meets  
uvex colorvision technology:
lens tinting and contrast 
enhancement – for optimal 
vision.

ITEM NO.: S53.2.034. ...

ITEM NO.: S53.2.035. ...
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uvex sportstyle 803 colorvision

uvex sportstyle 803 colorvision small

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
colorvision // litemirror

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads //  

flex earpieces // soft earpieces // 

direct lens ventilation

FEATURES

black mat
2296
colorvision

litemirror outdoor (cat. 2)

black mat
2290
colorvision

litemirror urban (cat. 3)

VIEWS

AWARDS

black mat
2296
colorvision

litemirror outdoor (cat. 2)

black mat
2290
colorvision

litemirror urban (cat. 3)

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
colorvision // litemirror

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads //  

flex earpieces // soft earpieces // 

direct lens ventilation

FEATURES

uvex sportstyle 706 colorvision vm

uvex sportstyle 706 colorvision

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
colorvision // variomatic® // 

litemirror

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads //  

adjustable, cold formable //  

soft earpieces // direct lens 

ventilation

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
colorvision // litemirror

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads //  

adjustable, cold formable //  

soft earpieces // direct lens 

ventilation

FEATURES

FEATURES

black mat
2206
colorvision

variomatic®

litemirror red (cat. 1 – 3)

black mat
2296
colorvision

litemirror outdoor (cat. 2)

black mat
2292
colorvision

litemirror daily (cat. 3)

black mat
2290
colorvision

litemirror urban (cat. 3)

powered by

powered by

powered by

powered by

VIEWS

VIEWS

uvex sportstyle 803 cv protects in the low riding position on a road bike, with lenses which have  

been extended at the top, and delivers a vibrant viewing experience thanks to uvex colorvision lenses.  

The large lenses and frameless design provide draft-free protection and unrestricted views.

uvex sportstyle 803 cv small is specially designed for smaller faces. The lens shape of this  

ultralight sports eyewear has been extended upwards, so it reliably protects against UVA, UVB 

and UVC, even in the low riding position on a road bike. Bonus: a vibrant viewing experience 

thanks to uvex colorvision lenses.  

uvex sportstyle 706 cv vm combines, for the first time, uvex colorvision lens technology  

with the fully automatic adjustment of uvex variomatic® lenses (cat. 1 – 3). The durable eyewear for  

trail lovers delivers best vision in all light conditions, increased color brilliance and more contrast. 

The robust uvex sportstyle 706 cv is ready for every trail and the new uvex colorvision  

lenses provide even more vibrant color and contrast. The lenses filter out particular  

wavelengths, to enhance contrasts and increase color perception. litemirror lenses  

protect from damaging UV rays and reduce glare.

ITEM NO.: S53.2.013. ...

ITEM NO.: S53.2.014. ...

ITEM NO.: S53.2.036. ...

ITEM NO.: S53.2.018. ...
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uvex lgl 44 colorvision

grey black
2997
colorvision

mirror champagne daily (cat. 3)

blue mat
4495
colorvision

mirror green daily (cat. 3)

clear blue
9498
colorvision

mirror plasma daily (cat. 3)

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
colorvision

COMFORT
soft nose pads //  

soft earpieces

FEATURES

uvex sportstyle 224 colorvision

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
colorvision // litemirror

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads // soft 

earpieces // optional optical insert

FEATURES

VIEWS VIEWS

uvex lgl 36 colorvision

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
colorvision

FEATURES

green black
7295
colorvision

mirror green daily (cat. 3)

grey
5598
colorvision

mirror plasma daily (cat. 3)

brown black
6297
colorvision

mirror champagne daily (cat. 3)

black mat
2296
colorvision

litemirror outdoor (cat. 2)

white
8896
colorvision

litemirror outdoor (cat. 2)

white
8890
colorvision

litemirror urban (cat. 3)

black mat
2290
colorvision

litemirror urban (cat. 3)

powered by powered by

powered by

VIEWS

The uvex lgl 44 cv defies categorization - it combines a lifestyle look with a sporty frame,  

plus soft nose pads and earpieces, just like functional sports eyewear. The uvex colorvision lens  

technology increases contrast and delivers even more vibrant colors. 

Versatility meets an extraordinary viewing experience. The uvex sportstyle 224 cv is equally 

suitable for hiking, jogging and cycling, and impresses with a new dimension in color vibrancy 

and contrast. If required, the glasses can be customized with an optical insert.

The eyewear for a versatile, sporty summer combined with brilliant visual experience - that is the 

uvex lgl 36 cv. On the beach, in the mountains, or in the city, the mirror lenses reliably protect 

from damaging rays and also ensure detailed perception, thanks to uvex colorvision lens tech-

nology.

ITEM NO.: S53.2.026. ...ITEM NO.: S53.2.015. ...

ITEM NO.: S53.2.017. ...
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uvex variomatic®uvex variomatic®

variomatic®

// technology

Stepless lens-tinting 
for optimal vision in 
every situation.

Perfect lens-tinting in 
seconds: from crystal-clear 
to pitch-dark. On sunny, 
cloudy or rainy days. uvex 
variomatic® lenses guarantee 
a clear view in all weather 
conditions.  
 
Eyewear with uvex variomatic® 
automatically reacts to the na-
tural light conditions. Making 
complicated lens changes a 
thing of the past.

uvex variomatic® glasses 
react to incoming light via 
the photochromic layer in 
the lens. A chemical reac-
tion results in the stepless 
tinting of the lens.  
 
Depending on the light 
intensity, the lens darkens or 
lightens. 
 
Like all uvex glasses,  
variomatic® lenses provide 
100 % protection from UVA, 
UVB and UVC rays. 

Learn more: 
uvex-sports.com/variomatic

uv
ex
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one day.  
one lens.

uvex variomatic®uvex variomatic®

From morning to night.  
From sunny to cloudy. The 
photochromic variomatic® 
lenses from uvex guaran-
tee the best vision in every 
weather, at any time.  
 
Sports eyewear with innova-
tive uvex variomatic® tech-
nology automatically reacts 
to the light conditions, from 
light to dark: in sunshine, the 
lens darkens. If clouds cover 
the sun, the lens lightens. 
Perfect for those who give 
everything outdoors and who 
always want perfect vision, 
even in changeable weather 
conditions.

Always see better.  
With uvex variomatic® 
technology.

Sunrise. Diffuse light.  
The lens stays transparent.

The sun breaks through  
the clouds. The lens  
darkens slightly.

Bright sunshine: the glasses 
darken completely.

The first clouds gather,  
the sun slowly sets.  
The glasses gradually lighten.

6.30 AM

11.30 AM

1.30 PM

5.00 PM

cat. 1-2

cat. 2

cat. 2

cat. 1

uv
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uvex sportstyle 812 v

uvex sportstyle 803 race vm

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
variomatic® // curve 10 //  

supravision® // easy to clean

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads //  

adjustable, cold formable soft  

earpieces

FEATURES

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
variomatic® // supravision® // 

litemirror // easy to clean

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads //  

adjustable, cold formable soft  

earpieces // direct lens ventilation

FEATURES

black mat 
2201 
variomatic®  

smoke (cat. 0 – 3)

mint 
7705 
variomatic®  

litemirror silver (cat. 1 – 3)

white 
8803 
variomatic®  

litemirror blue (cat.  1– 3)

black red mat 
2303 
variomatic®  

litemirror blue (cat. 1 – 3)

black 
2203 
variomatic®  

litemirror blue (cat. 1 – 3)

uvex sportstyle 803 v

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
variomatic® // supravision® // 

litemirror // easy to clean

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads //  

adjustable, cold formable  

earpieces // soft earpieces // 

direct lens ventilation

FEATURES

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
variomatic®  // supravision® // 

easy to clean

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads //  

flex earpieces // soft earpieces // 

direct lens ventilation

FEATURES

black mat 
2201 
variomatic®  

smoke (cat. 1 – 3)

white 
8801 
variomatic®  

smoke (cat. 1 – 3)

red 
3305
variomatic®  

litemirror silver (cat. 1 – 3)

white 
8803 
variomatic®  

litemirror blue (cat. 1 – 3)

black 
2203 
variomatic®  

litemirror blue (cat. 1 – 3)

uvex sportstyle 803 race vm small

VIEWS

VIEWS

powered by

powered bypowered by

VIEWS

VIEWS

Thanks to base curve 10 lenses the uvex sportstyle 812 v opens up a perceived 180° panoramic view, and the optical 

curve provides more protection and freedom from drafts. The variomatic® technology automatically tints the lens 

(cat. 0 – 3). Adjustable soft nose pads and earpiece ends ensure great fit. The supravision® technology prevents 

fogging. 

The uvex sportstyle 803 race vm is specially designed for smaller faces. The lens contour of this  

ultralight sports eyewear has been extended upwards, so it reliably protects against UVA, UVB and UVC,  

even in the low riding position on a road bike. Bonus: the glasses adapt to the current light conditions thanks  

to uvex variomatic® lens technology (cat. 1 – 3).

The uvex sportstyle 803 race vm small is specially designed for smaller faces. The lens contour of this ultralight 

sports eyewear has been extended upwards, so it reliably protects against UVA, UVB and UVC, even in the low riding 

position on a road bike. Bonus: the glasses adapt to the current light conditions thanks to uvex variomatic® lens 

technology (cat. 1 – 3).

An unrestricted, wide field of view in the design of the ultralight sportstyle 803 v. The large len-

ses, extended at the top, offer best protection even in the low riding position on a road bike, the 

frameless design delivers the best all-round view and the variomatic® lenses automatically adapt 

to the current light conditions (cat. 1 – 3).

ITEM NO.: S53.2.023. ...

ITEM NO.: S53.0.971. ... ITEM NO.: S53.2.003. ...

ITEM NO.: S53.2.002. ...
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uvex sportstyle 803 v small

uvex sportstyle 802 v small

uvex sportstyle 802 v

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
variomatic®  // supravision® // 

easy to clean

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads //  

flex earpieces // soft earpieces // 

direct lens ventilation

FEATURES

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
variomatic® // supravision® //  

easy to clean

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads // 

soft earpiece // flex earpiece // 

eyewear strap

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
variomatic® // supravision® //  

easy to clean

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads // 

soft earpiece // flex earpiece // 

eyewear strap

FEATURES

FEATURES

white 
8801 
variomatic®  

smoke (cat. 1 – 3)

black mat 
2201 
variomatic®  

smoke (cat. 1 – 3)

purple pink mat 
3301 
variomatic®  

smoke (cat. 1 – 3)

black mat 
2201 
variomatic®  

smoke (cat. 1 – 3)

white 
8801 
variomatic®  

smoke (cat. 1 – 3)

VIEWS

powered bypowered by

powered by

blue green
4701 

variomatic®  

smoke (cat. 1 – 3)

white orange
8301 

variomatic®   

smoke (cat. 1 – 3)

black
2201 

variomatic®   

smoke (cat. 1 – 3)

white
8801 

variomatic®   

smoke (cat. 1 – 3)

VIEWS VIEWS

Wider vision for smaller faces is the motto of uvex sportstyle 803 v small. The large lenses, 

extended at the top, offer best protection even in the low riding position on a road bike, the 

frameless design delivers the best all-round view and and the variomatic® lenses automatically 

adapt to the current light conditions (cat. 1 – 3).

uvex sportstyle 802 v small is specially designed for anyone, with a smaller face, who is out in all 

weathers. The variomatic® lenses automatically change tint in response to the light conditions 

(cat. 1 – 3). The supravision® coating prevents lens fogging. Soft nose pads and earpieces ensure 

the glasses always fit securely.   

The uvex sportstyle 802 v is the perfect companion for sports, regardless of the weather.  

The variomatic® lenses automatically change tint in response to the light conditions (cat. 1 – 3). 

supravision® coating prevents lens fogging in changeable temperatures. Soft nose pads and 

earpieces ensure the glasses always fit securely. 

ITEM NO.: S53.2.004. ...

ITEM NO.: S53.0.894. ...

ITEM NO.: S53.0.872. ...
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uvex sportstyle 104 v

uvex sportstyle 706 v

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
variomatic® // supravision® //  

easy to clean

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads //  

adjustable, cold formable //  

soft earpieces // direct lens  

ventilation // removable sweat 

blocker // optional optical insert

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
variomatic® // supravision® //  

easy to clean

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads //  

adjustable, cold formable soft  

earpieces // direct lens ventilation

FEATURES

FEATURES

VIEWS

VIEWS

VIEWS

white 
8801 
variomatic®  

smoke (cat. 1 – 3)

black mat 
2201
variomatic®  

smoke (cat. 1 – 3)

white mat black 
8201
variomatic®  

smoke (cat. 1 – 3)

black mat 
2201 
variomatic®  

smoke (cat. 1 – 3)

powered by

powered by

uvex sportstyle 710 vm

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
variomatic® // supravision® //  

litemirror // easy to clean //  

curve 10

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads //  

adjustable, cold formable soft  

earpieces // direct lens ventilation

FEATURES

black white 
2805 
variomatic®  

litemirror silver (cat. 1 – 3)

white black 
8405 
variomatic®  

litemirror silver (cat. 1 – 3)

Sporty, half frame eyewear for all fast sports: the uvex sportstyle 104 v. Thanks to variomatic® 

lens technology it automatically reacts to every light condition (cat. 1 – 3) and can also be adapted 

to the shape of the head via the nose pads and earpieces. If required, an optical insert and sweat 

blocker can be added.

The robust uvex sportstyle 706 v is ready for every weather. Thanks to variomatic® technology, it automatically 

adapts from filter category 1 to 3 in response to the prevailing light conditions, in seconds. The supravision® anti-fog 

coating and vent cut-outs at the edge of the lenses ensure uvex sportstyle 706 v stays clear and fog-free.

For extra vision on trails there's the uvex sportstyle 710 vm: the base curve 10 lenses open up a 

significantly wider visible and protective field, plus a perceived 180° panorama. The lenses auto-

matically adapt to changeable light conditions thanks to uvex variomatic® technology (cat. 1 – 3).

ITEM NO.: S53.1.600. ...

ITEM NO.: S53.2.005. ...

ITEM NO.: S53.0.935. ...
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uvex sportstyle 812

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
supravision® // curve 10 //  

litemirror // easy to clean

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads //  

adjustable, cold formable soft  

earpieces

FEATURES

blue mat 
4416
mirror blue (cat. 3)

white mat 
8816
mirror red (cat. 3)

black mat 
2216
litemirror silver (cat. 3)

mint 
7716
mirror iceblue (cat. 3)

VIEWS

Bart Aernouts

Thanks to base curve 10 lenses the uvex sportstyle 812 opens up a perceived 180° panoramic view. As well as a 

wider field of view, the optical curve provides more protection and freedom from drafts. Adjustable soft nose pads 

and earpiece ends provide more comfort and great fit. With supravision® technology to prevent fogging.

ITEM NO.: S53.2.024. ...
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uvex sportstyle 705 uvex sportstyle 706

uvex sportstyle 710

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
supravision® // litemirror

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads //  

adjustable, cold formable soft 

earpieces // interchangeable lens 

construction // optional optical 

insert

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
litemirror

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads //  

adjustable, cold formable soft  

earpieces // direct lens ventilation

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
supravision® // easy to clean // 

curve 10

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads //  

adjustable, cold formable soft  

earpieces // direct lens ventilation

FEATURES FEATURES

FEATURES

grey mat turquoise
5716 

mirror green (cat. 3)

litemirror orange (cat. 1)

clear (cat. 0)

blue mat metallic
4416
mirror blue (cat. 3)

black mat yellow
2616
mirror yellow (cat. 3)

black mat
2216 

mirror silver (cat. 3)

black
2216 

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

blue mat
4416 

mirror blue (cat. 3)

anthracite mat red
2313 

mirror red (cat. 3)

black mat
2116
mirror silver (cat. 4)

grey mat neon yellow
5616 
mirror yellow (cat. 3)

litemirror orange (cat. 1)

clear (cat. 0)

black mat
2216 
litemirror silver (cat. 3)

litemirror orange (cat. 1)

clear (cat. 0)

blue mat metallic
4416 
mirror blue (cat. 3)

litemirror orange (cat. 1)

clear (cat. 0)

olive green mat
7716 

mirror red (cat. 3)

VIEWS

VIEWS

VIEWS

The uvex sportstyle 705 scores with continuous lens and special interchangeable lens technolo-

gy (cat. 0, cat. 1, cat. 3). The nose pads and earpieces are individually adjustable and the robust 

frame protects on all trails. If needed, the litemirror lens can be replaced with an optical insert 

and prescription lenses.  

With its robust frame design the uvex sportstyle 706 is ready for every trail. The litemirror mirror lenses reliably 

protect from damaging UV rays and reduce distracting glare. Vent cut-outs at the edge of the lenses ensure uvex 

sportstyle 706 stays clear and fog-free. Thanks to flexible earpiece ends and adjustable nose pads it is individually 

customizable.

Perfect all-round vision: with uvex sportstyle 710 full mirror mountain bike glasses, thanks to 

base curve 10 lenses. This lens curvature opens up significantly wider visible and protective 

fields, plus a perceived 180° panoramic view. Perfect for more overview on trails.  

ITEM NO.: S53.1.973. ... ITEM NO.: S53.2.006. ...

ITEM NO.: S53.0.936. ...
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uvex sportstyle 116

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
supravision® // litemirror

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads // 

adjustable, cold formable soft 

earpieces // interchangeable  

lens construction // direct lens 

ventilation // includes 3 different 

lenses

FEATURES

uvex sportstyle 115

uvex sportstyle 114

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
litemirror

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads //  

soft earpieces // interchangeable 

lens construction // direct lens 

ventilation // includes 3 different 

lenses

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
litemirror

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads //  

soft earpieces // flex earpieces // 

interchangeable lens construction 

// includes 3 different lenses

FEATURES

FEATURES

VIEWS

black mat yellow
2616 

mirror yellow (cat. 3)

litemirror orange (cat. 1)

clear (cat. 0)

grey red mat
5316
mirror red (cat. 3)

litemirror orange (cat. 1)

clear (cat. 0)

black mat
2216 

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

litemirror orange (cat. 1)

clear (cat. 0)

black mat
2216 
litemirror silver (cat. 3)

litemirror orange (cat. 1)

clear (cat. 0)

blue mat
4416 

mirror blue (cat. 3)

litemirror orange (cat. 1)

clear (cat. 0)

white black mat
8216 

mirror blue (cat. 3)

litemirror orange (cat. 1)

clear (cat. 0)

white
8116 

mirorr pink (cat. 3)

litemirror orange (cat. 1)

clear (cat. 0)

green turquoise mat
7716 
litemirror silver (cat. 3)

litemirror orange (cat. 1)

clear (cat. 0)

red black mat
3216 

mirror red (cat. 3)

litemirror orange (cat. 1)

clear (cat. 0)

black mat
2216 

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

litemirror orange (cat. 1)

clear (cat. 0)

white
8816 
litemirror silver (cat. 3)

litemirror orange (cat. 1)

clear (cat. 0)

blue mat
4416 
mirror blue (cat. 3)

litemirror orange (cat. 1)

clear (cat. 0)

VIEWS

VIEWS

Sporty, half frame eyewear with a cool, litemirror lens: the uvex sportstyle 116 makes every sporting adventure easy, 

and also protects 100% from UVA, UVB and UVC rays. Thanks to three interchangeable lenses (cat. 0, cat. 1, cat. 3) 

it can be individually adapted to suit the light conditions.   

Just one click is all that's needed to remove the lens from uvex sportstyle 115. Now, the athlete simply inserts one of 

the three included interchangeable lenses (cat. 0, cat. 1, cat. 3) to be ready for all light conditions. Direct lens ventilation 

ensures fog-free performance and the cool colors look sensational.   

Versatile half frame eyewear with interchangeable lens technology: uvex sportstyle 114 comes 

with three interchangeable lenses (cat. 0, cat. 1, cat. 3) and can be quickly adapted to a variety of 

situations. The litemirror lenses reliably reduce glare.   

ITEM NO.: S53.1.977. ... ITEM NO.: S53.0.978. ...

ITEM NO.: S53.0.939. ...
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uvex sportstyle 117

uvex sportstyle 224

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
litemirror

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads // soft 

earpieces // interchangeable  

lens construction // includes 3 

different lenses

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
litemirror

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads // soft 

earpieces // optional optical insert

FEATURES

FEATURES

yellow
7716 

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

litemirror orange (cat. 1)

clear (cat. 0)

white green
7816 

mirror green (cat. 3)

uvex blaze III

uvex sportstyle 222 pola

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
litemirror

COMFORT
soft nose pads // soft  

earpieces // interchangeable  

lens construction  // includes  

3 different lenses

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
polavision® // litemirror

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads //  

soft earpieces // floatable  

eyewear strap

FEATURES

FEATURES

VIEWS

VIEWS
VIEWS

black blue
2416 

mirror blue (cat. 3)

litemirror orange (cat. 1)

clear (cat. 0)

black mat
2250 

polavision® litemirror silver (cat. 3)

white black
8216 

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

litemirror orange (cat. 1)

clear (cat. 0)

black mat green
2716 

mirror green (cat. 3)

black green
2770
polavision® mirror green (cat. 3)

black red
2316 

mirror red (cat. 3)

litemirror orange (cat. 1)

clear (cat. 0)

black mat blue
2416 

mirror blue (cat. 3)

red black
3216 

mirror red (cat. 3)

black mat red
2330
polavision® mirror red (cat. 3)

black mat
2210 

smoke (cat. 3)

litemirror orange (cat. 1)

clear (cat. 0)

white
8860 

polavision® mirror yellow (cat. 3)

black mat
2216 

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

litemirror orange (cat. 1)

clear (cat. 0)

black mat white
2816
mirror silver (cat. 3)

litemirror orange (cat. 1)

clear (cat. 0)

white
8816 

mirror blue (cat. 3)

litemirror orange (cat. 1)

clear (cat. 0)

VIEWS

The uvex sportstyle 117 is a half frame model with a wraparound lens and retro look – making it very modern.  

It delivers complete protection from UVA, UVB and UVC rays, the litemirror lens protects from glare and it  fits snugly 

on the head, without any pressure, thanks to adjustable nose pads and earpieces. You can also  swap out the lenses, 

to adapt to any light conditions (cat. 0, cat. 1, cat. 3).

Cycling, jogging or a day in the mountains: the uvex sportstyle 224 is suitable for every activity while  

providing reliable protection. The litemirror lens coating reduces glare and the nose pads are individually  

adjustable. If required, an optical insert can be added. 

Going ski touring, hiking or jogging: the uvex blaze III goes on any adventure. With three inter-

changeable lenses (cat. 0, cat. 1, cat. 3) it is ready for all light conditions and also has 100% UVA, 

UVB and UVC protection. 

The uvex sportstyle 222 pola is a true multitalent: the polavision® lenses absorb diffuse light and protect the  

eyes from reflections, glare and strain. The glasses also protect 100% from UVA, UVB and UVC rays. Bonus:  

comes with a buoyant strap, for extra support and comfort, especially in water sports activities.  

ITEM NO.: S53.1.979. ...

ITEM NO.: S53.2.007. ...ITEM NO.: S53.0.604. ...

ITEM NO.: S53.0.980. ...
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uvex sportstyle 211 pola uvex sportstyle 221

uvex sportstyle 225uvex sportstyle 211

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
polavision® // litemirror

COMFORT
soft nose pads // soft earpieces // 

floatable eyewear strap

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
litemirror // curve 10

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads //  

soft earpieces

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
litemirror 

COMFORT
adaptable soft nose pads //  

soft earpieces

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
litemirror

COMFORT
soft nose pads // soft earpieces

FEATURES FEATURES

FEATURESFEATURES

VIEWS

VIEWS

black mat red
2230 

polavision® mirror red (cat. 3)

white green
8716 

mirror green (cat. 3)

black
2250 
polavision® smoke (cat. 3)

white
8850 

polavision® smoke (cat. 3)

black
2216 

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

black red
2213 

mirror red (cat. 3)

white black
8216 

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

black mat yellow
2616
mirror yellow (cat. 3)

black mat
2216 

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

black blue mat
2416 

mirror blue (cat. 3)

black green
2716 

mirror green (cat. 3)

black mat
2216 

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

white
8816
litemirror silver (cat. 3)

white mat
8816 

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

black
2116 

mirror silver (cat. 4)

VIEWS

olive green mat
7716
mirror red (cat. 3)

black
2116
mirror silver (cat. 4)

VIEWS

The uvex sportstyle 211 pola is a real eye-catcher, thanks to its distinctive frame design. This all 

round sports eyewear also comes with impressive technical features: complete protection from 

damaging UVA, UVB and UVC rays, polavision® lenses against glare and reflections, and comfor-

table nose pads and earpieces.   

The uvex sportstyle 221 is true multisport eyewear. Thanks to the base curve 10 lenses, it offers  

athletes a clearly expanded field of vison, increased protection and a perceived 180° panoramic view. 

The litemirror lenses don't just protect from UVA, UVB and UVC, they also protect from glare.

The uvex sportstyle 225 is a true all rounder with a sporty look. The elegant, matt eyewear has 

100% UV protection plus soft nose pads and earpiece ends, to ensure uncompromising comfort. 

The uvex sportstyle 211 is a real eye-catcher, due to its distinctive frame design. The all round 

sports eyewear reliably protects from damaging UV rays, in all activities. Thanks to the soft nose 

pads and earpieces, it fits snugly and comfortably on the head.

ITEM NO.: S53.0.618. ... ITEM NO.: S53.0.981. ...

ITEM NO.: S53.2.025. ...ITEM NO.: S53.0.613. ...
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uvex sportstyle 226 uvex sportstyle 215

uvex sportstyle 223

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
litemirror

COMFORT
soft nose pads //  

soft earpieces

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
litemirror

COMFORT
soft nose pads // soft earpieces

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
litemirror

COMFORT
soft nose pads // soft earpieces

FEATURES FEATURES

FEATURES

VIEWS

VIEWS

black mat green
2716 

mirror green (cat. 3)

black orange
2212 

litemirror orange (cat. 1)

white mat red
8316 

mirror red (cat. 3)

black
2216 

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

white black
8216 

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

white
8816 

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

black
2216 

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

black grey
2218 

clear (cat. 0)

uvex sportstyle 217 set

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
litemirror

COMFORT
soft nose pads // soft earpieces

CONTENTS
 20 eyewear pcs included //  

12 pcs counter display

FEATURES

set
9990   

red pink
3316 

mirror red (cat. 3)

blue white
4416 

mirror blue (cat. 3)

black white
2816 

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

white black
8816 

mirror green (cat. 3)

VIEWS

Whether hiking on a mountain, cycling, or relaxing at the lake - the uvex sportstyle 226 is perfect 

for all uses. The sporty half frame eyewear protects the eyes at all times from damaging UVA, 

UVB and UVC rays, and looks great too.   

Half frame design meets broad polymer earpieces: the  

uvex sportstyle 215 is true all round eyewear with a striking, 

sporty look. With full UV protection and great fit.

uvex sportstyle 223 is the sporty half frame eyewear that's a real all rounder, ready for every 

sport. Very light, with soft nose pads and earpieces. Thanks to the litemirror lenses the glasses 

don't just protect from UVA, UVB and UVC rays, they are also effective against glare. 

The uvex sportstyle 217 Set includes 20 pairs of sporty half frame glasses in a range 

of colors. Every model has the same classic design language, 100% UV protection and 

comfortable nose pads and earpieces. 

UPE* 29,95 € / piece

ITEM NO.: S53.2.028. ... ITEM NO.: S53.0.617. ...

ITEM NO.: S53.0.982. ...ITEM NO.: S53.0.884. ...
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uvex sportstyle 204

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
litemirror

COMFORT
soft earpieces

FEATURES

VIEWS

orange
3112 

orange (cat. 1)

clear
9118 

clear (cat. 0)

blue
4416 

mirror blue (cat. 3)

smoke
2110 

smoke (cat. 3)

black green
7716 

mirror green (cat. 3)

uvex lgl 41

uvex lgl 40

silver mat
5516
mirror silver (cat. 3)

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

FEATURES

FEATURES

black rose
2316
mirror pink (cat. 3)

gold mat
6616
mirror gold (cat. 3)

black blue mat
2416 

mirror blue (cat. 3)

gun mat
4716
mirror blue (cat. 3)

black mat
2216 

mirror silver (cat. 3)

purple mat
3316
mirror pink (cat. 3)

white
8816 

mirror green (cat. 3)

VIEWS

VIEWS

Inspired by uvex work protection, the uvex sportstyle 204 is not just a convincing  

entry model. The eyewear, in trendy monochrome look, reliably protects the eyes from  

UV rays, and the litemirror lenses also reduce glare.

With its large, striking frame and logo on the earpieces, the uvex lgl 41 is  

a true statement model for daily life. Full protection from UVA, UVB and UVC  

rays is, of course, included. 

The uvex lgl 40 is a lifestyle sunglass for every day. The popular pilot  

style meets subtle color in this fashionable matt option. Protection from UV rays  

is, of course, guaranteed.

ITEM NO.: S53.0.525. ... ITEM NO.: S53.2.031. ...

ITEM NO.: S53.2.030. ...
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uvex lgl 37 pola

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
polavision®

FEATURES

VIEWS black mat gold
2616 

polavision® 

mirror pink (cat. 3)

havanna gold
6616 

polavision® 

mirror yellow (cat. 3)

black silver
2516 

polavision® 

mirror silver (cat. 3)

uvex lgl 32

gold
6616 

mirror gold (cat. 3)

gun
4716 

mirror blue (cat. 3)

black
2216 
litemirror silver (cat. 3)

uvex lgl 21

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

FEATURES

VIEWS

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

FEATURES

VIEWS

black mat blue
2214 

mirror blue (cat. 3)

black rose
2316 

mirror pink (cat. 3)

black mat red
2213 

mirror red (cat. 3)

black turquoise
2416 

mirror smoke dégradé (cat. 3)

Trendy lifestyle eyewear in a fashionable retro look: the uvex lgl 37 pola protects from UVA,  

UVB and UVC rays and its mirror lens coating is the perfect companion for a trip to the city. The 

polavision® lenses absorb diffuse light and protect the eyes from reflections, glare and strain.

Hip lifestyle eyewear: the uvex lgl 32 is an eye-catcher in the city. The full mirror 

lenses and ultralight metal frame don't just look great, the eyewear also provides 

100% protection from UVA, UVB and UVC rays.

Whether in the city or a the beach, the uvex lgl 21 does it all. Trendy colors and mirror  

lenses mean the wearer looks great everywhere, while still being reliably protected from  

UVA, UVB and UVC rays. 

ITEM NO.: S53.2.010. ...

ITEM NO.: S53.0.985. ...

ITEM NO.: S53.0.876. ...
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uvex lgl 38

uvex lgl 39

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

FEATURES

FEATURES

VIEWS

VIEWS

gun
4716
mirror green (cat. 3)

silver mat
5516 
mirror blue (cat. 3)

gold
6616
mirror gold (cat. 3)

black gold
9916 

mirror gold (cat. 3)

black mat red
2316 

litemirror brown dégradé (cat. 3)

black mat blue
2416 

mirror blue (cat. 3)

black mat white
2816 

mirror red (cat. 3)

uvex lgl 42

blue orange mat  
4316 

mirror red (cat. 3)

brown mat
6616 

mirror gold (cat. 3)

black purple mat
2316 

mirror pink (cat. 3)

blue grey mat
4516 

smoke dégradé (cat. 3)

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

FEATURES

VIEWS

uvex lgl 33 pola

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
polavision®

FEATURES

VIEWS black purple
2330 

polavision® 

mirror pink (cat. 3)

black mat
2250 

polavision® 

mirror silver (cat. 3)

black brown
2660 

polavision® 

mirror gold (cat. 3)

black blue
2440 

polavision® 

mirror blue (cat. 3)

Cool, sporty, city chic from the uvex brand: the uvex lgl 38, with its fine metal frame and full  

mirror lenses, goes with almost every outfit. As well as casual style, it also offers 100% UVA,  

UVB and UVC protection.  

Looking for a sunglass that looks as good in the city as it does on the beach or out hiking?  

Then the uvex lgl 39 is perfect choice. It impresses with bright colors and large uvex lettering  

on the earpieces. Of course, protection from UVA, UVB and UVC rays is built-in.

Calm, classic, matt. The uvex lgl 42 is a true all round piece to  

always have with you on sunny summer days. It goes with almost every  

outfit. And it always reliably protects against UV radiation.

Sporty styled frame and full mirror lenses: the uvex lgl 33 pola is the relaxed companion  

for the summer. The polavision® lenses absorb diffuse light and protect the eyes from  

reflections, glare and strain.

ITEM NO.: S53.2.011. ...

ITEM NO.: S53.2.012. ...

ITEM NO.: S53.2.032. ...

ITEM NO.: S53.0.986. ...
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uvex lgl 29

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

FEATURES

VIEWS

uvex sportstyle 510

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

COMFORT
soft earpieces // flex frame // 

eyewear strap 

FEATURES

VIEWS
dark blue mat
4416 

smoke (cat. 3)

pink green mat
3716 

smoke (cat. 3)

turquoise white mat
7816  

smoke (cat. 3)

blue green mat
4716 

smoke (cat. 3)

uvex sportstyle 507 

green white
7816 
mirror green (cat. 3)

blue orange
4316 

mirror orange (cat. 3)

black mat red
2316 
mirror red (cat. 3)

black mat green
2716 
mirror green (cat. 3)

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
litemirror

COMFORT
soft earpieces // flex frame // 

eyewear strap

FEATURES

VIEWS

black mat
2212 

mirror yellow (cat. 3)

black mat
2213 

mirror red (cat. 3)

black mat
2216 

mirror silver (cat. 3)

black mat
2215 

mirror green (cat. 3)

Hiking, shopping or beach volleyball: the uvex lgl 29 is there. Its sporty look and full mirror  

lenses don't just look cool, they also protect 100% from UVA, UVB and UVC rays.

High quality sun protection for the youngest: the uvex sportstyle 510 reliably protects children from UV rays. The 

frame is made entirely from flexible material, which clings gently to the head and won't be damaged if the sunglass 

sometimes lands on the ground.    

The sporty children's sunglass in casual colors - that 's the uvex sportstyle 507. The frame is 

flexible, so it easily withstands falls. And, the litemirror lens effectively protects from glare as well 

as UVA, UVB and UVC rays. Comes with a strap, for even more support and comfort.  uvex athlete 
Thomas Dreßen  
wears the uvex lgl 29

ITEM NO.: S53.0.947. ... ITEM NO.: S53.2.029. ...

ITEM NO.: S53.3.866. ...
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uvex sportstyle 511uvex sportstyle 509

white green
8716 

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

blue
4416 
litemirror silver (cat. 3)

pink
3316 
litemirror silver (cat. 3)

black
2216 

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
litemirror

COMFORT
eyewear strap 

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
litemirror

COMFORT
soft earpieces // flex earpieces // 

eyewear strap

FEATURESFEATURES

VIEWS
VIEWS

uvex sportstyle 508

clear green
9716 

mirror green (cat. 3)

clear blue
9416 

mirror blue (cat. 3)

clear pink
9316 

mirror red (cat. 3)

black mat
2216 

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

PROTECTION
 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

LENS
litemirror

COMFORT
eyewear strap

FEATURES

VIEWS

blue clear
4916
mirror blue (cat. 3)

grey clear
5916 

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

pink clear
3916 

mirror pink (cat. 3)

white transparent camo
8916 

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

The uvex sportstyle 511 is the sporty lifestyle sunglass for kids. The classic plastic frame with 

discreet uvex logo is fitted with cat. 3 filter category lenses, for complete protection from UVA, 

UVB and UVC rays.  

uvex sportstyle 509 is the sporty children's sunglass. Wearing them, the youngest are safe when 

out in the mountains.The grey litemirror lens reduces glare and also protects 100% from UVA, 

UVB and UVC rays.  

With the uvex sportstyle 508, kids are well prepared for the summer. The sunglass doesn't just 

convince with stylish colors and fashionable litemirror lenses, but above all with 100% protection 

from UVA, UVB and UVC.  

ITEM NO.: S53.2.027. ...ITEM NO.: S53.3.940. ...

ITEM NO.: S53.3.895. ...
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silver (cat. 3)
blue (cat. 3)

green (cat. 3)
yellow (cat. 3)
orange (cat. 3)

red (cat. 3)
gold (cat. 3)

ice blue (cat. 3)
pink (cat. 3)

smoke (cat. 3)
brown (cat. 3)

silver (cat. 4)orange (cat. 1)

clear (cat. 0)

smoke (cat. 0 – 3)

red (cat. 1 – 3)
smoke (cat. 1 – 3)

litemirror red (cat. 1 – 3)

ltm blue (cat. 1 – 3)
ltm silver (cat. 1 – 3)

pola mirror yellow (cat. 3)
pola mirror silver (cat. 3)
pola mirror pink (cat. 3)
pola mirror gold (cat. 3)

pola brown (cat. 3)
pola smoke (cat. 3)

pola mirror red (cat. 3)
pola mirror green (cat. 3)
pola mirror blue (cat. 3)

polavision®

mirror // litemirror

basic

variomatic® 

urban (cat. 3)
daily (cat. 3)

outdoor (cat. 2)colorvision

colorvision 
variomatic® 

variomatic® 
litemirror

4848 49

tech summary technology protection

tech summary technology lens

break resistant

curve 10

polavision®

robust and scratch-proof easy to clean

direct lens ventilation interchangeable lens 
construction

soft nose pads // 
soft earpieces

UV protection lens types

tech summary technology lens

tech summary technology comfort

80 – 100 %
S0

18 – 80 %
S1 – S2

8 – 18 %
S3

3 – 8 %
S4

medium bright //  
brightlow light bright glare*

* N
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Light condition

Light condition

Transmission

uvex eyewear is tested in 
accordance with standard EN 
ISO 12312-1:2013. This includes 
the demanding impact test, in 
which a 6 mm steel ball, weigh-
ing 0.86 g is fired at the lens at 
a speed of 45 m / s (162 km / h). 

UV-absorbing filters built directly 
into the raw material protect the 
retina 100 % from damaging UV 
rays up to 400 nm. 

As well as great fit, the highly 
curved frame raises safety and 
comfort. It increases protection 
from flying particles or uncom- 
fortable drafts, and prevents  
eyelashes brushing against the 
lens. The highly curved lens has  
a full centimeter of curvature.  
So, the eyewear conforms more 
closely to the head’s natural  
shape and lies closer at the sides.

Reliable protection against reflections 
and glare: lenses in the polavision® 
range absorb diffuse light to reliably 
protect the eyes from strain.

A special surface treatment 
ensures fog-free vision, without 
altering the optical quality of 
the lens.

Distortions and curving in the field 
of view can be distracting. For this 
reason, uvex uses Class 1 injected, 
decentered lenses, which ensure 
clear, distortion-free vision.

Thanks to the special surface 
coating, moisture or fingerprints 
are easy to remove from the lens. 
This coating also has an anti-static 
effect, which helps stop dust or  
dirt from being attracted to it. 

Made from durable polycarbonate, 
these lenses can withstand tem-
peratures as low as – 40 °C without 
any reduction in their mechanical 
strength. A special coating protects 
the lenses from damage, in accor-
dance with standard EN ISO 12312-1, 
making them scratch resistant,  
without impairing their optical clarity. 

no coating uvex supravision® coating

supravision®

Eyewear fits perfectly when you 
forget you’re wearing it. Soft nose 
pads and soft ear pieces ensure 
pressure-free wearing comfort.  

Many models feature cold- 
formable, soft legs. So it’s easy  
to ensure the perfect fit.

uvex climate technology provides 
permanent, draft free ventilation.  
So, the field of view is always 
fog free.

uvex interchangeable lens  
technology guarantees ease  
of use and perfect vision in  
every weather.

decentered lens technology 
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colorvision

variomatic®

highlights marketing materials accessories

uvex soft case

uvex eyewear case rectangle uvex rectangle case

uvex hard case

accessories accessories

accessories

black
2201

black
2200

black grey
0001

black
0001

uvex eyewear bag

accessories accessories

uvex optical inserts

uvex optical inserts

accessories

uvex sportstyle 705 v / 705 

white // S53.9.972.0002
uvex sportstyle 705 v / 705 

black // S53.9.972.0001
uvex sportstyle 224 

clear // S53.9.007.0001
uvex sportstyle  

104 v / 104 / 107 v / 107 

clear // S53.9.666.0001

uvex variotronic® s 

black // S53.9.948.0001
grey 

2202

The campaign is supported by  
targeted POS and online measures:

• Social Media Posts
• Roll-Ups
• Displays
• Ceiling hanger
• Ad templates
• and much more

The campaign is supported by  
targeted POS and online measures:

• Social Media Posts
• Displays
• Ad templates
• and much more

marketing materials

ITEM NO.: S53.9.084. ...

ITEM NO.: S53.9.136. ... ITEM NO.: S53.9.154. ...

ITEM NO.: S53.9.148. ...

ITEM NO.: S53.9.097. ...
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uvex eyewear 
slatwall display

uvex eyewear 
floor display

uvex goggles 
floor display

uvex helmets 
floor display

uvex goggle holder uvex helmet holder

merchandise

merchandise merchandise

16 pcs 
black

20 pcs 
black

12 pcs 
black

15 pcs 
black (helmet holder optional)

6116 0020 1200 0015

black black
2020 0044

uvex beachflag uvex tent

merchandise merchandise

black 
740x2.100 mm

black 
3x3 m

9200 0015

hi
gh lo
wsorted by price

hi
gh

lo
wsorted by price

uvex sportstyle 803 cv vm

uvex sportstyle 803 cv vm small

uvex sportstyle 706 cv vm

uvex sportstyle 803 cv 

uvex sportstyle 803 cv small

uvex sportstyle 224 cv

uvex sportstyle 706 cv

uvex lgl 36 cv

uvex lgl 44 cv

uvex sportstyle 104 v

uvex sportstyle 812 v

uvex sportstyle 803 race vm

uvex sportstyle 803 race vm small

uvex sportstyle 710 vm

uvex sportstyle 803 v

uvex sportstyle 803 v small

uvex sportstyle 706 v

uvex sportstyle 802 v

uvex sportstyle 802 v small

uvex sportstyle 812

uvex sportstyle 705

uvex sportstyle 710

uvex sportstyle 706

uvex sportstyle 116

uvex sportstyle 115

uvex sportstyle 114

uvex sportstyle 117

uvex blaze lll

uvex sportstyle 224

uvex sportstyle 222 pola

uvex sportstyle 221

uvex sportstyle 211 pola

uvex sportstyle 225

uvex sportstyle 226

uvex sportstyle 211

uvex sportstyle 217 Set

uvex sportstyle 215

uvex sportstyle 204

uvex sportstyle 223

uvex sportstyle 510

uvex sportstyle 507

uvex sportstyle 508

uvex sportstyle 509

uvex sportstyle 511

uvex lgl 41

uvex lgl 40

uvex lgl 21

uvex lgl 32

uvex lgl 37 pola

uvex lgl 33 pola

uvex lgl 38

uvex lgl 39

uvex lgl 29

uvex lgl 42

colorvision variomatic®

colorvision

variomatic®

800 lightweight 

700 solid

100 crossover 

200 active

500 kids

lifestyle

product overview

Please  
turn page  
by 90°.

ITEM NO.: S16.W.010. ... ITEM NO.: S16.W.010. ... ITEM NO.: S16.W.020. ... ITEM NO.: S16.W.040. ...

ITEM NO.: S16.W.020. ... ITEM NO.: S16.W.030. ...

ITEM NO.: S55.W.403. ... ITEM NO.: S16.W.050. ...
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one brand.
one mission.
one vision.

The transfer of knowledge between 
uvex safety and uvex sports makes our 
products even safer, more functional, and 
more comfortable – both product divi-
sions benefit mutually from this collabo-
ration. 

uvex products protect people at work as well as  
in sport and leisure. As a partner of international 
top-level sport, uvex equips over 1,000 professional 
athletes worldwide.

This was perfectly demonstrated at 
the Challenge Roth 2017, the biggest 
long-distance triathlon competition in the 
world: uvex safety provided equipment to 
the construction team and uvex sports 
equipped the athletes – that’s what you 
call successful team work.



UVEX SPORTS GmbH & Co. KG 
Würzburger Straße 154
90766 Fürth
Postfach 25 09 · 90715 Fürth
Germany
T +49 911 / 97 74 - 0 
F +49 911 / 97 74 - 4350
E sports@uvex.de

UVEX SPORTS Austria GmbH & Co. KG
Flugplatzstraße 52
5700 Zell am See
Austria
T +43 7242 / 623 23 - 0 
F +43 7242 / 623 23 - 27
E uvex-sports@uvex.at

UVEX SCHWEIZ AG
Ruessenstrasse 6 A 
Postfach · 6341 Baar 
Switzerland
T +41 41 / 769 72 40 
F +41 41 / 769 73 84
E sales@uvexsports.ch

UVEX SPORTS JAPAN CO., LTD.
3 – 6 Kanda Nishikicho, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 101-0054 
Japan
T +81 3 / 5283 5561
F +81 3 / 5283 5562
E sugishita@uvex-sports.jp

uvex-sports.com
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